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Abstract

This paper presents an experimental study on the effect of prestressing force on the flexural behavior of un-
bonded prestressed concrete (UPC) strengthened by Carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) sheets. The test-
ing program was carried out on nine large-scale UPC rectangular beams. The investigated parameters included
the reduction of prestressing force (0%, 15%, and 30%) and the number of CFRP layers (0, 2, and 4 layers).
Experimental results showed that the strengthening effectiveness of CFRP sheets, controlling cracking, and the
energy absorption capacity tended to increase with the decrease of prestressing force and decrease with the
increase of the CFRP sheets ratio. The effective performance of the CFRP sheets was shown by the increase in
the strain of the CFRP sheets which was proportional to the decrease in the prestressing force. The CFRP sheets
strongly interacted with tendons, significantly decreased the tendon strain, and delayed the point where nominal
yield strain in tendons occurred; this reduction was significant when the prestressing force was small. Besides,
the reduction in prestressing force considerably increased the displacement of beams and the additional strain
of the tendons (up to 164%), but this increase became smaller as the number of CFRP layers increased.

Keywords: flexural strength; unbonded prestressed concrete (UPC) beams; prestressing force; CFRP sheets;
strengthening effectiveness; interaction between CFRP sheets and tendons; number of strengthening layers.
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1. Introduction

Unbonded prestressed concrete (UPC) members with advantages such as economical (due to not
having to spend time and expenses on tendon grouting), low prestress losses due to low friction,
changeable and monitorable during service, that have proved to be an effective structural solution be-
sides bonded prestressed concrete (BPC) members and have been applying since the 1960s in USA,
Australia, Europe, and Asia [1, 2]. After a long period of usage, in order to prolong the service life,
UPC members need to be strengthened due to the material degradation, prestress losses or the re-
quirement of technical quality improvement. To meet this demand, several traditional strengthening
methods commonly currently used for BPC or UPC structures can be mentioned as increasing cross-
section area by adding an extra layer of reinforced concrete (RC), installing steel plate on the tension
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face, and installing external tendons. The first method, increasing cross-section area with RC, may
be inapplicable in cases that require preserving the architectural functions, and the aesthetics of the
construction. External tendons require difficult techniques and may not be applicable in old, weak,
or heavily damaged structures; while externally bonded steel plate technique may have difficulties in
structures that dwell in highly corrosive areas (due to steel’s susceptibility to corrosion), or in struc-
tures with restricted space that makes the arranging lifting steel equipment which is also heavy to be
difficult. All these factors contribute to the rising cost of construction [3]. Due to the superior tech-
nical characteristics of CFRP materials such as high strength, light specific gravity, non-conductive,
non-magnetic, non-corrosive, simple construction method, the solution of using CFRP materials for
retrofit or strengthening of BPC and UPC structures has shown its high efficiency besides existing
traditional solutions [4–8].

While researches on flexural strengthening of BPC members with externally bonded CFRP under
monotonic [9–18] or repeated load [19–23] began approximately 17 years ago, researches related to
analyzing the effectiveness of flexural strengthening of UPC members began much later and are still
very few in numbers. [6, 24–29]. In BPC beams flexural strengthened with CFRP sheets, tendons
and surrounding concrete maintain the integrity, thus the strain compatibility condition in tendons,
concrete, and CFRP sheets is satisfied, which leads to a relatively uniform interaction between the
tendons and the surrounding concrete along the beam. Meanwhile, the strain of tendons in UPC
beams is not compatible with the strain of concrete and CFRP sheets, as the tendons do not work
simultaneously with concrete and CFRP sheets. In this case, the interaction of unbonded tendons, the
surrounding concrete, and FRP sheets does not uniformly occur along the beam; rather, they only
work together locally, through the prestressing force at the two anchorage ends. This may lead to a
significant diffrence in the flexural strengthening efficiency of UPC beams as compared to that of
UPC beams [6, 28, 29]. The lack of researches on BPC beams strengthened with CFRP sheets could
be the reason there is a lack of design provisions for UPC structures in current design guidelines for
strengthening using FRP materials, such as ACI 440.2R [30], CNR DT200R1 [31], and TR 55 [32].

Regarding PC members in general and UPC members in particular, the long periods of use usu-
ally leads to a reduction of prestressing force in tendons due to an increase in prestress losses such
as relaxation of tendons, anchorage slip, or tendon corrosion. In BPC members, the changes in ten-
don’s prestressing force significantly impact the ability of crack control, flexural capacity, stiffness,
crack behavior and the ductility of beams [33, 34], as well as long-term prestress losses due to creep
and shrinkage [35]. In UPC members, changes in prestressing force also impact cracking patterns
(number of cracks, the width of cracks, and spacing between cracks) and failure mode [36, 37]. The
aforementioned changes in cracking patterns or cracking behavior and failure modes of UPC beams
due to changes in prestressing force could significantly impact the strain and the debonding of CFRP
sheets when CFRP sheets are tightly bonded to the tension face of the member, thus affecting the
perfomence and strengthening effectiveness of CFRP sheets. In previous studies concerning flexural
behavior of UPC members strengthened with CFRP sheets have mentioned above, [25] is the only
paper that investigates the tendon ratio (prestressing force); however, this paper does not mention and
explicitly conclude the effects of prestressing force on strengthening effectiveness of CFRP sheets,
and the interaction between prestressing force and strain of CFRP sheets. It is important to clarify
these interactions, which can help to build safe and reasonable calculation provisions for designing
UPC members strengthened with externally bonded CFRP sheets in the contexts that there is a lack
of design provisions for UPC members using CFRP sheets in current standards as mentioned above.

This paper presents an experimental study on the effect of prestressing force on the flexural be-
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havior of UPC beams strengthened by CFRP sheets. The testing program was carried out on nine
large-scale UPC rectangular beams. The investigated parameters included the reduction of prestress-
ing force (0%, 15%, and 30%) and the number of CFRP layers (0, 2, and 4 layers). The main objective
of this paper is to clarify the effects of prestressing force on the flexural behavior of UPC beams
strengthened by CFRP sheets, and to evaluate the effects of prestressing force on the interaction be-
tween tendons and CFRP sheets.

2. Experimental investigation

2.1. Materials and preliminary tests

The mixture design of concrete are presented in Table 1, included: PC40 cement (435 kg/m3);
coarse aggregates (22 mm, 931 kg/m3); coarse sands (0 ÷ 4 mm, 516 kg/m3); fine sands (0 ÷ 2
mm, 351 kg/m3); and superplasticize (5.4 l/m3). The average axial compressive strength fc,cube and
tensile strength fsp,cube of the concrete was determined on 6 concrete cubes 150×150×150 mm, with
fc,cube = 47.2 MPa and fsp,cube = 5.8 MPa. The concrete slump was approximately 12±2 cm. The
yield strength fy and ultimate tensile strength fu of the longitudinal rebars and steel stirrups were
determined on three samples, with the following result: fy = 430 MPa and fu = 600 MPa; the
stirrups had fyw = 342 MPa and fuw = 463 MPa. The rebar had Elastic modulus of Es = 200 GPa.
The unbonded tendons were 7-wire strands with nominal diameter of 12.7 mm, and nominal yield
strength fpy and the nominal ultimate strength fpu were 1675 MPa and 1860 MPa respectively. The
Elastic modulus of the tendons was Ep = 195 GPa. The unidirectional CFRP sheet (CFF) had the
nominal thickness of 0.166 mm, the ultimate tensile strength f f u = 4900 MPa, the elastic modulus
E f = 240 GPa, and the rupture strain ε f u = 2.1%. The epoxy resin (included two parts, A and B) had
the tensile strength fepoxy,u = 60 MPa, the elastic modulus Eepoxy in the range of 3 to 3.5 GPa. The
mechanical properties of concrete, tendons, CFRP sheets, and rebar are presented in Table 2.

Table 1. Concrete mix design

Constituent Unit Quantity

PC40 cement kg/m3 435
Coarse aggregates (22 mm) kg/m3 931
Coarse sands (0 ÷ 4 mm) kg/m3 516

Fine sands (0 ÷ 2 mm) kg/m3 351
Superplasticize l/m3 5.4

Table 2. Mechanical properties of concrete, tendon, CFRP sheets and rebar

Concrete Tendona CFRPa Longitudinal rebars Steel stirrups

fc,cube fsp,cube fpu fpy Ep f f f u E f ε f f u fu fy Es fuw fyw
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (GPa) (%) (MPa) (GPa) (%) (MPa) (MPa) (GPa) (MPa) (MPa)

47.2 5.8 1860 1675 195 4900 240 2.1 600 430 200 463 342

Note: aValue provided by manufacturers.
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2.2. Beam design

The experimental program was conducted on nine large-scale UPC rectangular beams, 120 ×
360 × 4000 mm, with the scale of 1 : 3 compared to the actual beam (beam span). The beams were
divided into three groups: Group 1, Group 2, and Group 3 (Table 3). These beams were designed to
analyze the effect of the decrease of prestressing force on flexural behavior of UPC beams strength-
ened with CFRP sheets, corresponding to three reduction levels of prestressing force: 0%, 15%, and
30%, not accounting for tendon corrosion based on Naaman (2004) proposal [38], and accounting
for tendon corrosion based on O’Flaherty et al. (2017) proposal [39]. Each group consists of three
beams, in which one un-strengthened beam (as a reference beam) and the two were strengthened with
longitudinal CFRP sheets installed along the bottom of the beam, with numbers of CFRP layers of 2
and 4 layers, respectively; these were anchored with CFRP U-wrapped uniformly distributed within
the shear span to restrict the early debonding of longitudinal CFRP sheets. After 28 days from cast-
ing, the beams were post-tensioned by one unbonded 7-wire strands with the nominal diameter of
12.7 mm, following a curved trajectory (Fig. 1). The initial prestressing forces of the three groups
1, 2, and 3 were 128.5 kN, 109.2 kN, and 90 kN respectively (corresponding to the initial stresses of
1302 MPa, 1107 MPa and 911.4 MPa respectively in tendons). The beams were designed according to
ACI 318 [40] class U with uncracked section. Thus, the initial prestressing forces were calculated so
that the following condition is satisfied ft < 0.62

(
f ′c
)0.5, in which ft is the maximum tensile stress in

concrete, and f ′c as the compressive strength of concrete determined from cylinders. The tension side
and compression side of the beam were arranged with two 12 mm bars and two 10 mm bars respec-
tively. Stirrups had the diameter of 6 mm, the distance between stirrups in shear span and load span
were 125 mm and 150 mm, respectively. At the two ends, within 300 mm, in order to avoid possible
local damages due to prestressing force, the stirrups were distributed more densely with a distance
of 50 mm. The dimensions, tendon specifications, rebar specifications, and CFRP sheets specifica-
tions are given in Table 2 and Table 3. The cross section, distribution of tendons, rebars, and CFRP
strengthening schemes are given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Table 3. Summary of test parameters

No. Group Specimen
Dimensions fc,cube Ls nFRP

t f w f

(mm) (MPa) (%) (mm) (mm)

1 1 P.B0-Cont

120×360×4000 47.2

0 0 - -
2 P.B0-2CB 0 2 0.166 100
3 P.B0-4CB 0 4 0.166 100

4 2 P.B1-Cont 15 0 - -
5 P.B1-2CB 15 2 0.166 100
6 P.B1-4CB 15 4 0.166 100

7 3 P.B2-Cont 30 0 - -
8 P.B2-2CB 30 2 0.166 100
9 P.B2-4CB 30 4 0.166 100

Note: Ls is the reduction level of prestressing force, %; fc,cube is the compressive strength of
concrete cubes, MPa; nFRP is the number of CFRP layers; t f is the thickness of one ply of CFRP
sheet, mm; w f is the width of flexural-strengthening CFRP sheets, mm.
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The installation of CFRP sheets were conducted one day after tensioning the beams. Before bond-
ing with CFRP sheets, the concrete surface where to be strengthened was ground with a handheld
grinding machine, until touching the aggregates. The voids on the to-be-strengthened surface were
filled with epoxy resin and then smoothed out again. Dust accumulated on the concrete surface were
vacuumed. Epoxy was mixed according to manufacturer’s instruction and was applied to the to-be-
strengthened surface using a roller; after that, CFRP sheet was applied on the surface of epoxy layer.
Another layer of epoxy layer was then spread on top of the CFRP sheet using a roller with enough
pressure to ensure good bonding between the CFRP sheet and the concrete surface. The roller was
used regularly to even out the strengthening sheets’ surface and to eliminate air bubbles in the epoxy
layer, until the strengthening sheet was saturated. The whole process took place in a laboratory with
an average temperature of 29 °C, and humidity of approximately 75%. The time it took for CFRP
sheets to reach maximum strength was 7 days.

Figure 1. Details of the tested beams: (a) Arrangement of tendons, rebars, stirrups and strain gauges (SGs);
(b) Beam section at midspan

2.3. Test procedure and instrumentation

Figure 2. Test setup and instrumentation details

All beams were tested using 4-point bending
test as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The position
of the applied load was 1457 mm away from the
nearest support. The strain of longitudinal CFRP
sheets along the beam span was measured by us-
ing four strain gauges (SGs) attached to the surface
of the sheets at the midspan (two SGs) and at the
two loading points. The strain of unbonded ten-
don was monitored through three SGs in the con-
stant moment zone. The strain of longitudinal bar
in tension face was determined through one SGs
attached at the midspan. The strain of concrete was measured using five SGs attached to the beam’s
compression side and tension side at the midspan along the height of the section. The beam displace-
ment was determined through five linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) placed at the
midspan, the loading points, and the supports. The beams were tested under load step of 5 − 10 kN
before flexural cracks appear, after that, each load step would increase by 15 − 20 kN. After reaching
each load step, the load was maintained in around three minutes to measure displacement, strain of
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concrete, longitudinal rebar, CFRP sheets, and width of cracks. All the load values, displacement, and
strain are automatically measured through the receiving devices. The layout and location of instru-
mentation are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Figure 3. Tested beam in the laboratory

3. Test result and discussion

3.1. Cracking pattern and failure mode of tested beams

The test results of all beams are summarized in Table 4. The un-strengthened beam in the group
with no prestressing force reduction (Group 1) failed because flexural failure with the tendon strain
exceeded the nominal yield strength, and after that concrete in the compressive zone was ruptured at
the midspan (Fig. 4(a)). The un-strengthened beams in the group with prestressing force reduction
of 15% (Group 2), and 30% (Group 3) also failed because flexural failure with concrete in the com-
pressive zone was ruptured at the midspan. The failure mode of the un-strengthened beams was more
brittle than that of the strengthened beams, as shown through the quicker development of cracks, with
fewer but wider cracks. The first flexural crack appeared at the midspan at the load level of approxi-
mately 47 − 50% of its maximum load. The width of cracks at the maximum load was approximately
3.0 − 3.8 mm.

Table 4. Test results

Group Beam
Ls Pcr,exp Pu,exp δu,mid εcu εpu εsu ε f u Eb Failure

mode(%) (kN) (kN) (mm) (%o) (%o) (%o) (%o) (Nmm ×103)

1 P.B0-Cont 0 45 89.7 33.7 3.0 9.1 34.5 2406 TY-C
P.B0-2CB 50 142.7 38.7 3.4 9.5 26.7 11.8 3946 TY-C-BR
P.B0-4CB 50 165.7 38.0 3.1 9.0 23.5 9.1 4252 TY-C-BR

2 P.B1-Cont 15 40 85.1 38.4 3.1 8.5 40.1 2648 C
P.B1-2CB 45 137.5 40.8 4.0 8.4 33.5 11.6 4025 C-R
P.B1-4CB 45 153.8 39.4 2.8 8.5 21.5 9.8 4198 C-BR

3 P.B2-Cont 30 36 77.3 30.1 3.3 8.4 20.5 1697 C
P.B2-2CB 40 133.3 44.1 3.1 9.4 22.3 13.2 4200 TY-C-R
P.B2-4CB 40 147.4 34.3 2.5 7.6 15.1 9.2 3352 C-BR

In which: TY – tendon yielding; C – concrete crushing at compression side; R – rupture of CFRP sheets; BR –
debonding and spliting of CFRP sheets.

Note: Ls is the prestressing force reduction level, %; Pcr,exp and Pu,exp are cracking load and
maximum load at failure respectively, kN; δu,mid is beam deflection at midspan at failure, mm; εcu

and εsu are the maximum compressive concrete strain and the maximum tensile strain in rebars at
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midspan respectively, %o; εpu and ε f u are maximum tensile strain in tendons and of CFRP sheets at
midspan respectively, %o; Eb is energy absorption capacity, Nmm

(
×103

)
.

Energy absorption capacity, Eb, is defined as the area below the load-displacement curves up to
the maximum loads. The above results showed that CFRP helped to improve the ductility of beams,
which is an important structural characteristic, especially in the case of the beams subjected to dy-
namic loads; especially, this increase is directly proportional to the decrease in prestressing force.

(a) P.B0-Cont

(b) P.B0-2CB

(c) P.B0-4CB

(d) P.B1-Cont

(e) P.B1-2CB

(f) P.B1-4CB

(g) P.B2-Cont

(h) P.B2-2CB

(i) P.B2-4CB

Figure 4. Cracking pattern and failure mode of the tested beams
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3.2. Load-deflection relationships

The load-deflection relationship of the tested beams is shown in Fig. 5. This relationship could be
divided into two periods. In the period from the first load to the cracking loads of the un-strengthened
beams (P-Cont beams), Pcr = (0.5, 0.45, 0.4) Pu,0 (corresponding to the un-strengthened beams in
Group 1, 2, 3 respectively) where Pu,0 is the maximum load of the un-strengthened beams in Group
1 (beam P.B0-Cont), the beams behaved linearly and there was almost no difference (Fig. 5). In this
period, the prestressing force reduction and CFRP sheets had almost no impact on the beam behavior.
In the later period, from the load levels Pcr,0 to the failure load, the appearance and development of
cracks led to a decrease in the stiffness of the beams and the beam deflection also increased with a
higher rate. The increase rates of deflection was directly proportional with prestressing force reduc-
tion; however, inversely proportional with the number of CFRP sheets. In this period, the flexural-
strengthening CFRP sheets showed their ability to control and delay crack development, postponing
the degradation of the stiffness of the strengthened beams, thereby reducing the beam deflection of
the strengthened beams compared to that of the reference beam at the same load level.

Figure 5. Relative load-deflection relationships at mid-span of the tested beams

At the allowable load at the serviceability state of un-strengthened beams (load level that caused
the displacement = L/250 = 13.6 mm), Pser = (0.8, 0.77, 0.65) Pu,0 (corresponding to the un-
strengthened beams in Group 1, 2, and 3), the displacement of the beams strengthened with 2 and
4 CFRP layer decreased by 50% to 51% in Group 1 (no prestressing force reduction), 44 − 46% in
Group 2 (15% prestressing force reduction) and 56 − 59% in Group 3 (30% prestressing force re-
duction). Likewise, at maximum load of the un-strengthened beams, Pu,cont, the displacement of the
beams strengthened with 2 and 4 CFRP layers decreased 68% and 72% in Group 1 (no prestressing
force reduction); 70% and 73% in Group 2 (15% prestressing force reduction); and 63% and 69%
in Group 3 (30% prestressing force reduction). This result showed that beam displacement reduction
only improved a little when the number of CFRP layers increased from 2 to 4 layers.

The effect of prestressing force reduction levels on beam displacement is shown in Fig. 6. Consid-
ering the strengthened beams with the same number of CFRP layers, in the first period before beam
displacement exceeded allowable displacement (L/250 = 13.6 mm), beams with different prestressing
force reduction exhibited almost the same behavior. In the next load levels when beam displacement
exceeded allowable limits, beam displacement increased in accordance with prestressing force reduc-
tion levels. In particular, at the maximum loads of beams with prestressing force reduction (beams in
Group 2 and 3), displacement of these beams increased when compared to the beams with no pre-
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stressing force reduction (Group 1), the value were 43% and 56% for the un-strengthened beams, 9%
and 35% for the beams strengthened with 2 CFRP layers, 6% and 13% for the beams strengthened
with 4 CFRP layers. An increase in beam displacement could be due to prestressing force reduction
which led to a decrease in beam stiffness. Besides, when the number of layers increased, the increase
level in beam displacement (due to prestressing force reduction) tended to decrease. This could be
due to the excellent cracking control mechanism of CFRP sheets that helped to constraint the rate of
increase in deflection.

Figure 6. The increase in displacement of the beams
with the same number of CFRP layers due to

prestressing force reduction

Figure 7. The increase in maximum displacement of
the strengthened beams compared to control beams

in the same group

CFRP sheets also increased deformation capacity (maximum displacement) of the strengthened
beams compared to the un-strengthened beams, from 13% to 15% for Group 1, 3% to 6% for Group
2, and 14% to 47% for Group 3. The increase in deformation capacity also increased slightly in
correlation with the number of CFRP layers (except the case of P.B2-2C) and with the prestressing
force reduction (Fig. 7).

3.3. The flexural strengthening effectiveness of CFRP sheets and energy absorption capacity

Figure 8. The increase in flexural capacity of the
strengthened beams compared to the control

beams in the same group

CFRP sheets significantly improved the flexu-
ral capacity of the strengthened beams and which
increased when the number of strengthening layers
increased; however, the increase level in flexural
capacity is inversely proportional with the num-
ber of strengthening layers and directly propor-
tional with the prestressing force reduction lev-
els (Fig. 8). In particular, at the serviceability
state (which corresponds to the load levels when
the beam displacement ≤ L/250 = 13.6 mm),
the flexural capacity increased on average 23% to
58% when the number of CFRP layers increased
from 2 to 4 layers. At the ultimate state (cor-
responds to the load levels when the beam dis-
placement > L/250 = 13.6 mm), the strengthen-
ing effectiveness of CFRP was more considerable,
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which was shown through an increase in flexural capacity from 59% to 85% for Group 1, 62% to 81%
for Group 2, and 72% to 91% for Group 3 (Fig. 8). These results showed that the flexural strengthening
effectiveness of CFRP sheets tends to increase with the decrease in prestressing force.

Furthermore, CFRP sheets also significantly improved the energy absorption capacity, Eb, of the
beams (Table 4); accordingly, CFRP sheets increased Eb from 64% to 77% for Group 1, 52% to 59%
for Group 2, and 98% to 147% for Group 3.

3.4. Cracking behavior

CFRP sheets showed their effectiveness in controlling cracks and delaying crack development;
thereby drastically reducing the width of cracks in beams (Fig. 9). The more CFRP layers were used,
the more reduction of crack widths was observed but with the reduction level became smaller. The
flexural cracks of the strengthened beams appeared later than that of the reference beam. The cracking
loads of the strengthened beams, Pcr,CFRP, in Group 1, 2, and 3 were greater than that of the reference
beam 11%, 13%, and 11% respectively (Table 4). The number of CFRP layers had no obvious influ-
ence on the cracking loads; however, the reduction in prestressing force made the first flexural cracks
appeared sooner. In particular, the cracking loads in Group 2 (15% prestressing force reduction) were
smaller than that of the reference beam in Group 1: 11%, 10%, 10% for the un-strengthened beam, the
beams strengthened with 2 and 4 CFRP layers respectively. Similarly, the cracking loads in Group 3
(30% prestressing force reduction) were approximately 20% smaller than that of Group 1.

Figure 9. Relative load-crack width diagrams of the tested beams

At the load level that caused allowable cracks, acr,lim = 0.4 mm, of the un-strengthened beams
(0.71Pu,0 for Group 1, 0.68Pu,0 for Group 2 and 0.67Pu,0 for Group 3 – Fig. 9), the widths of the
largest crack measured on the strengthened beams were smaller than that of the un-strengthened beam:
63% to 71%, 70% to 74%, and 50% to 63% for Group 1, Group 2, and Group 3 respectively. At failure
load of the control beams, Pu,Cont, the width of cracks in the strengthened beams were much smaller
than in the control beams: 7.9 to 15.4 times, 6.4 to 14 times, and 8.3 to 14.9 times for Group 1,
Group 2, and Group 3 respectively. Fig. 10(a) showed the width of cracks of the strengthened beams
decreased gradually as the number of CFRP reinforcement layers increased. The reason is that the
CFRP axial stiffness (E f A f ) increased when the number of CFRP layers increased (E f and A f are the
elastic modulus and cross-sectional area of CFRP sheets respectively), which reduced tensile stress of
the CFRP sheets, thereby reduced the width of cracks in the beams. Similarly, at failure load of each
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beam, the maximum crack width of the strengthened beam was also significantly smaller than that of
the un-strengthened beam: from 1.2 to 1.4 times, 1.1 to 1.5 times, and from 1.2 to 1.6 times for Group
1, Group 2, and Group 3 respectively (Fig. 10(b)). Most noticeably, the reduction level in width of
cracks became smaller as the number of CFRP strengthening layers increased.

(a) At failure load of the control beams, Pu,Cont (b) At failure load of each beam, Pu,exp

Figure 10. The reduction in crack widths of the CFRP-strengthened beams when compared to
the control beam in the same group

For the beams with the same number of strengthening layers, in first phase before beams exceeded
allowable displacement, beams with different prestressing force reduction level (0%, 15%, 30%) had
almost the same load-crack width relationships. At the next load levels, when displacement exceeded
allowable limits, the width of cracks increased as prestressing force reduction level increased. In
particular, at the maximum loads of the beams with prestressing force reduction (Group 2 and 3),
the width of cracks of these beams increased when compared to beams with no prestressing force
reduction (Group 1): from 37% to 127%, 44% to 63%, and 74% to 118% for the un-strengthened
beams, the beams strengthened with 2 and 4 CFRP layers respectively (Fig. 11).

Figure 11. The increase in cracks widths of the
beams with the same number of CFRP layers

due to prestressing force reduction

Figure 12. The increase in CFRP strain of the beams
with the same number of CFRP layers due to

prestressing force reduction
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3.5. Strain in flexural-strengthening CFRP sheets and concrete

The relationships between the load and strain of the CFRP sheets are shown in Fig. 13. Before
the cracking load (approximately 40% − 56% failure load of the control beam in Group 1, Pu,0), the
strain of CFRP sheets was small, and it was not dependent on the number of CFRP layers and the
prestressing force. After cracking load, CFRP sheets became more effective, the strain of the CFRP
sheets increased significantly, but the increase was reduced when more CFRP layers were applied. The
increase rates of strain in the CFRP sheets with and without prestressing force reduction were almost
similar; however, at the same load level, the strain of CFRP sheets in beams with prestressing force
reduction was greater than that of the reference beam. The maximum strain of CFRP sheets in beams
strengthened with 2 and 4 CFRP layers were respectively 11.8%o and 9.1%o for Group 1, 12.6%o

and 9.8%o for Group 2, and 13.2%o and 9.2%o for Group 3, which corresponded to 43% − 63% the
rupture strain of the CFRP sheets (ε f f u = 21%o). Thus, increasing CFRP strengthening layers from 2
to 4 layers significantly reduced the maximum strain of CFRP by an average of 25%. The maximum
strain of the CFRP sheets reduced with the increase of the number of CFRP layers which resulted in
a higher stiffness of the CFRP sheets as shown in the decrease in the slope of the load-strain of the
CFRP sheets curves (Fig. 13).

Figure 13. Relative load-strain diagrams of CFRP
sheets at midspan

Figure 14. Relative load-compressive strain
diagrams of concrete at midspan

When considering beams with the same number of strengthening layers, in the first phase before
beams exceeded allowable displacement (L/250 = 13.6 mm), the strain of CFRP sheets in the beams
with different prestressing force reduction levels (0%, 15%, 30%, corresponding to Group 1, 2, and
3) were almost the same. However, at the next load levels, when displacement exceeded allowable
limits, the strain of CFRP at midspan of beam tended to increase as prestressing force reduction
level increased. In particular, at the maximum loads of the beams with prestressing force reduction
(Group 2 and 3), the strain of CFRP sheets in these beams increased when compared to beams with no
prestressing force reduction (Group 1): from 10% to 28% and 17% to 23% for the beams strengthened
with 2 and 4 CFRP layers respectively (Fig. 12). This phenomenon can be explained as the decrease of
prestressing force led to a decrease in beam stiffness, and thus increased beam displacement, thereby
led to an increase in strain of CFRP sheets.

The relationship between load and compressive strain of concrete are shown in Fig. 14. The
relationship between load and concrete deformation was quite similar to the relationship between
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load and deflection. CFRP sheets significantly affected compressive strain of concrete. CFRP sheets,
thanks to its cracking control mechanism, which helped restrict crack development (both width and
length of cracks) in beams, as mentioned above (see section 3.4. Cracking behavior). This made the
height of compressive zone in the cross section of the strengthened beams larger than that of the
un-strengthened beams, which led to the less compressive concrete strain of the strengthened beams.
In particular, at the maximum load of the un-strengthened beams, Pu,Cont, the compressive concrete
strain in beams strengthened with 2 and 4 CFRP layers were smaller than that of the un-strengthened
beams: from 53% to 60%, 53% to 66%, and 72% to 76% for Group 1, Group 2, and Group 3 respec-
tively. The decreased level in concrete strain of the strengthened beams compared to the control beams
became smaller as the number of CFRP strengthening layers increased. This could be explained as
the cracking control effectiveness of CFRP sheets also diminished as the number of CFRP layers
increased, as mentioned above.

3.6. Strain in tendons and longitudinal rebar, and interaction between CFRP sheets and tendons

Before the first crack appeared in beams, the tendons did not really work so the strain increases
was negligible (<0.35%o). During this phase, tendon behavior in beams was almost similar. After
cracks appeared (at the load levels about (40 − 56%)Pu,0) the tendons worked more effectively. The
increase rates of tendon strain in the strengthened beams was smaller than that of the control beams
at the same load level and tended to slow down as the number of CFRP strengthening layers in-
creased (Fig. 15). At the load level which the width of cracks in the un-strengthening beams reached
acr,lim = 0.4 mm (71%Pu,0, 68%Pu,0 and 67%Pu,0 for Group 1, 2, and 3 respectively), the increase in
tendon strain of the un-strengthening beam in Group 1 (P.B0-Cont) reached approximately 0.52%o;
meanwhile, the increase in tendon strain of the beams strengthened with 2 and 4 CFRP layers in the
same group was 0.35%o and 0.34%o respectively, corresponding to a reduction of 33% and 35% when
compared to the un-strengthened beams. Similarly, for the strengthened beams in Group 2 and 3, ac-
cordingly, the strain in tendons of the beams strengthened with 2 and 4 CFRP layers decreased when
compared to the control beam were respectively: 37% and 50% for Group 2; 32% and 56% for Group
3. At higher load levels, tendon strain of the strengthened beams tended to decrease more strongly. In
particular, at failure load of the un-strengthened beams, Pu,Cont, the increase in tendon strain of the
beams strengthened with 2 and 4 CFRP layers decreased when compared to the control beam were

Figure 15. Relative load-strain diagrams of tendon at midspan
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respectively: 66% and 76% for Group 1, 73% and 79% for Group 2, and 76% and 82% for Group 3.
This reduction tended to be directly proportional to the reduction of prestressing force in the beams.

These results indicated that CFRP sheets had strong and positive effects on the behavior of the
tendons during the beam working process. Thanks to the cracking control mechanism as previously
mentioned, CFRP sheets slowed down the degradation of the beam stiffness, thereby helped the tensile
stress in the beams was more uniformly distributed, minimized possible localized damage in concrete
and the tendons. This helped to reduce the strain in tendons and, more importantly, helped to delay the
point occurring nominal yield strain in tendons as shown in Fig. 16. According to Fig. 16, considering

(a) Group 1 beams

(b) Group 2 beams

(c) Group 3 beams

Figure 16. Interaction between strain of CFRP and tendon of the tested beams
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the Group 1, using 2 and 4 layers of CFRP strengthening increased the nominal yielding load by 40%
and 77% respectively, when compared to control beam. The tested beams in Group 2 and 3, except
for beam P.B2-2CB which had its tendons exceeded the yield strain at the ultimate loads (9.4%o),
the maximum tendon strain in the rest of the beams were all smaller than the nominal yield strain
around 1% to 11%. The maximum tendon strain decreased in direct proportion with the decrease
in prestressing force. In particular, considering the un-strengthened beams, the decrease of 15% and
30% in prestressing force led to the reduction in maximum tendon strain by 6% and 8% respectively;
likewise, for the beams strengthened with 2 CFRP layers, the decrease of 15% and 30% in prestressing
force led to the reduction in maximum tendon strain by 11% and 2% respectively; and finally for the
beams strengthened with 4 CFRP layers, the decrease of 15% and 30% in prestressing force led to the
reduction in maximum tendon strain by 6% and 15% respectively (Fig. 17).

Figure 17. The decrease in maximum tendon strain
of the beams with the same number of CFRP layers

due to prestressing force reduction

Figure 18. The increase in tendon strain of the beams
with the same number of CFRP layers due to

prestressing force reduction

In beams with the same number of strengthening layers, in the first phase before beams exceeded
allowable displacement (L/250 = 13.6 mm), beams with different prestressing force reduction level
(0%, 15%, 30% corresponding to Group 1, 2, and 3) had almost the same behavior. However, at the
load levels bigger than Pser, when displacement exceeded allowable limits, the increase in tendon
strain tended to increase as prestressing force reduction level increased. In particular, at the maxi-
mum loads of the beams with prestressing force reduction (Group 2 and 3), the increase in tendon
strain of these beams was greater when compared to the beams with no prestressing force reduc-
tion (Group 1): from 44% to 164%, 2% to 94% and 33% to 59% for the un-strengthened beams,
the beams strengthened with 2 and 4 CFRP layers respectively (Fig. 18). It can be seen that as the
number of strengthening layers increased, the effect of prestressing force reduction on the increase in
tendon strain of the beams became smaller, which again proved the effectiveness of CFRP sheets as
mentioned above.

Longitudinal rebars in the un-strengthened beams, the beams strengthened with 2 and 4 CFRP
layers reached the nominal yield strain at load levels approximately 55 − 65 kN, 70 − 85 kN, and
85 − 105 kN respectively. This result showed that strengthening 2 and 4 layers of CFRP helped in-
crease nominal yielding load in longitudinal rebars by approximately 27 − 31% and 55 − 62% re-
spectively when compared to the un-strengthening beams. In other words, CFRP sheets delayed the
point occurring nominal yield strain of rebar and indirectly increased beam stiffness, which in turn led
to better cracking control and decreased the beam displacement as mentioned above. For the beams
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strengthened with CFRP sheets, at the maximum load, the value of longitudinal rebar strain fluctuated
between 15.1%o and 33.5%o (Table 4).

4. Conclusions

This paper conducted an experimental study on the effects of the changes in prestressing force
due to prestressing force reduction on the flexural strengthening effectiveness of CFRP sheets for
UPC beams. The testing program was carried out on nine large-scale UPC rectangular beams. The
investigated parameters included the reduction of prestressing force (0%, 15%, and 30%) and the
number of CFRP layers (0, 2, and 4 layers). Based on the results from this study, some conclusions
can be drawn as follows:

- The flexural strengthening effectiveness of CFRP sheets for UPC beams was influenced greatly
by the magnitude of prestressing force and the number of CFRP layers; accordingly, the strength-
ening effectiveness of CFRP sheets tended to increase as prestressing force reduction increased but
decreased as the number of CFRP sheets decreased. The flexural capacity of UPC beams strengthened
by 2 and 4 CFRP layers using anchored with CFRP U-wrapped uniformly distributed within the shear
span greatly increased from 59% to 85% for the beams with no prestressing force reduction; 62% to
81% for the beams with 15% prestressing force reduction; and 72% to 91% for the beams with 30%
prestressing force reduction;

- CFRP sheets significantly improved the energy absorption capacity of UPC beams (from 64%
to 77% for the beams with no prestressing force reduction, from 52% to 59% for the beams with
15% prestressing force reduction, and from 98% to 147% for the beams with 30% prestressing force
reduction), and this improvement was directly proportional with the decrease in the prestressing force
in the beams. Besides, the prestressing force reduction also increased beam displacement (9% to 56%)
but this increment diminished when the number of CFRP strengthening layers increased. CFRP sheets
also greatly reduced the width of cracks in the beams by 50% to 74% at the serviceability state and
6.4 times to 15.4 times at the ultimate state;

- Tendons in UPC beams was greatly influenced by flexural-strengthening CFRP sheets; accord-
ingly, CFRP sheets significantly reduced tendon strain (33% to 56% at the serviceability state and
66% to 82% at the ultimate state), and this reduction was directly proportional with the decrease in
the prestressing force in the beams. The decrease in tendon strain helped to delay the point occurring
nominal yield strain in tendons, in other words, CFRP sheets increased the capacity in nominal yield
strength (40% to 77%). Besides, the prestressing force reduction also increased the additional strain
of the tendons (44% to 164%), but decreased the maximum tendon strain (2% to 15%);

- The maximum strain of CFRP sheets in UPC beams tended to increase (from 10% to 28%) when
prestressing force reduction increased but decreased when the number of CFRP strengthening layers
increased. The maximum strain of CFRP in the tested beams fluctuated between 9.1%o and 13.1%o,
which corresponded to 43% to 63% the rupture strain of the CFRP sheets.
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